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The romance and adventure the personal
computer holds for many eductatorS and
layrnen are unAehiabl ; In a time of

g'6C\rs

stringeht fiscal aust lty'sdhools still
ugfind ways to b compute, for the

classroom, PTA collect money-through
bakesales; Tarents donate equipment,
teachers buy machines for their classrooms
Out of their own funds; principals find
ways tii:eCenomize on toilet paper and use
the savings' for a computer. Both the
public press and professional journals
sport articles on computers in nearly
every issue;

It is impossible'tOcTredict haw long
computers-inedUtatibh. Willhold the
spotlight of,pUblit and OrcifeSSional
attention. Five -years would be an
excellent run; 10 years would be the best
since progreSSiVe education. What con -_

'cerns me, however, is not the length of
the run but what will remain in the
schools when the bOOM has run its course
and a new act has captured the spotlight.
When that happens, the fate of computers-
in- education will depend on the instruc-
tional uses to which teachers and students
can put their computers,. .

_ _

This paper -will outline some was's that
microcomputers can contribute to the
quality of instruction and will also
identify some of the problems that limit
their usefulness,__One of these problems--
the scarcity_of.good_programs or "tkhe
software problem"--is the focus of 'the -
second part of the paper;
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It POTENTIAL & LIMITATIONS OF
MICROCOMPUTERS

As a studentof elmentary and
secondary school curricula, I have
witnessed the parade of reforms and
innovations since Sputnik_and have marched
in many of them myself. Now, 20 years
later, I would call myself a hardened_
veteran.of educational revolutions. And
yet_I find myself excited by the educative
potential of tOcrocomputers.--not just the
dream machines of tomorrow but also
today's Apple, Ataris, TRS-a0s, and IBMS.

In an effort to avoid repeating my pat
mistakes, I have tried to assess carefully
and objectively the potential and the
limitations of today'smicrocomputers as
educational aids, Briefly, I believe that
today's microcomputers represent a sub-
stantial and exciting educational
resource, but one with distinct limita
tionS.. And I. believe. that exploiting this
resource will be a difficult and dangerous
undertak'.ir4 for sChools.

The PotentialaidicrosTality

What can students leirn or teachers
teach using_ computers that they could not
do, or could_do only with difficulty,
otherwise? This is the fUndaMental
question. Myexporionce,==dorived. from
three years_ of reading, thinking, and
working with computers and computer -based
education programs==leads me to identify
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seven main ways thAt today', micro-
computers.tan_contribute to education.
These are: 1) more active learning; 2)
more varied.sensory and.tonceptual modes:, .

.3) less mental drudgery, 4) learning
nearer the speed of thought:,' 5) learning
better tailored to individuals; 6) more
'Independent learning, and 7) better aids
to abstraction._ I will comment briefly on
each of these capabilities.

I. Vore_active learning. One of the_
most universal pleas of educdtional
reforMers from John Adios Comenius to John
Holt is for more active ledrning. And one
of the most consistent findings of
educational research is that learning of
all, kinds is enhanced when learners can do
something with what they are learning and
see the results of what they have -done.

\ Computers can be programmed to call for
\ repeated input from users and to respond .

\ immediately to that input. Thus students
can attempt learning activities and can
receive feedback on their attemptSr-a
\level of activity not possible while
reading or listening -to a teacher.: This
'accords well with you)gsters'.inclinations
'to be busy, to.get into thing's. to-make an
impression on the world around them.

Computers are interactive. A computer
is. not merely a medium _for presenting.
materials to be learned nor simply a
medium of expression for_students. It is

both, and more. A computer is also a
device for processing, a_ student's response
and determining in a split- second where to
go fromthere. A computer can present a
new, stimulus that acknowledges a.student's
former response no only verbally but in
content, appearance, and timing. Thus
students clearly see that their input
counts, that the program is responding to
what they do.

2 More Tar .118 01

moUs. Microcomputers as they come from
the;store can display letters and simple.
shapes in color; they can play single
tones of varying pitch; duration, and
loudness. They will accept input from
typewriter-keyboards, game paddles,
joysticks, light penS, or digitized
drawing pads; They can be connected

a
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electronically with
made to generate or
electronic signal.
ably priced equipme

y deivice that can be
espond to an
or example; reasdh-

t is nowavailable-
that can link mitrocomputers with
videotape or videodisc players, electroni'p
musical instruments, scientific instru-
ments; physiological _-monitoring equipm$ht,
household appliances; and othertomputers.
This makes a compater an enormously
versatile,teaching

3; _Learaing_wi_thAes_s_mental drudgery.
Mental drudgery is doing things that you
already know how to do and that are.not
fun. It used to be widelyithought that
such drudgerY aided moral development.
Nowadays this view is out of fashion, bUt
much drudgery still seems unavoidable in
education-carrying out, the intricate
.calcalations involved in a budget_or an
analysis of scientific data.; rewriting and
retyping dr,afts of a paperi searching the
library, card catalog and then the shelves
for the books one needsi and, so' on. Such
drudgery eats,awayi at the_ enthusiasm_ and
energy we bring td otherwise interesting
projects.

Utility programs_such as a spreadsheet
for numerical calculations a word .

processor, and a data searcji and- retrieval
program can eliminate enough drudgery to
Make realistic problems manageable for
youngsters. Once youngsters have learned
to carry out the,simple tasks'such
programs perform,automatjcally; they can
then concentrate on planning and strategic
skills; Learning to use suchutility
programs should give youngsters a powerful'
set of tools for analysis -- tools that
require less_time'and effort and yield
more perietrafing and widely applicable
results than all but the most talented,
well trained, and disciplined of us can
now achieve;

. 4. Learning nearer the speed of ,

thought. When_we encounter: 'new informa-
tion; whether live -or recorded, that _is
presented at_exactly therright_pace for
.us, we -find it exhilarating. 'Our.
attention_does_not wanderihor_do we.fall

We- follow the train of thought
seaingly Without effort. -.
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But we seldom experience this 'perfect
hatch. For example, speech is usually
much too slow. People can fotloW.Apeech..
more easily when it is played back\at'a_
speed at least twice the normal rate.
Yet, when we are struggling to-Asorb
new and strange idea, ordinary speech.MaY -
be too fast.

Properly programmed ;omputersiCan
- match the pace and tirr ig of a presenta;;
tion to a learner's requirements at a
.given moment. The result is saving time;
a:average_time Saving of one- third is
typically found in comparing computer -.

baSe0-education programs'with conventional
0a0S. 1 Moreover,-satisfaction, pleasure,
and confidente in learhinTincrease.
computermakes_one key goal of educational
reformersiadividualized rates of
learniag==rOUtiaely attainable.

5. Indivi-dually tailored learning. It

is possible to program a computer to
compose a lesson onthespoti tailored to
the responses ofjustone_student; using
rules for selecting and combining
preformed componehts according to the
student's prior responses.

'When:learning difficulties.are not
remediable, as in'the case of handicapped
StUdent, computers can circumvent .indi-
VidUal_liMitations and concentr 'te instead
on individual strengths. As the amount
and sophistication ccrmateriartb be

, learned grows, each of us will. encounter
our own limitationS more often. We can
a)lb&iefit.from extending our perfoilnance
with the aid of computers..

6. More-Anclepeadent_learni_ng._Anyone
who has tried to learn a-subject-entirely;
Wi.thopt guidance from another person knoWs
that the most serious challenges are
.verifying progrest andsustaining motive-

Computers-offerstudents new.
possibilities for independept verification
of thelr own progress;

. James A.ulik;:RiL. Bangert,_and C.W.
Williams,, "Effects of Computer - Based-`
Teaching on Secondaq School Students,"
J. Ed. Psych., Feb; 1983, 19-26;

PrOgraMS can be written to monitor
'Students' progress _through lessons; to
note'ercorS and offer extra practice or
more '`instruction where is'

weakeStizahp td Offer help_and advice .

whenever students a-sk for it. Instead of
poring over a 0142ling;e0Uatibh for hours
fruitlessly 7Seekitig-the source ofOne-'s

..mYsunderStandthg, a session- with a good
program would. detect 'the problem and 1-

:pravideassistance quickly. FOr,the
highly motivated studentil .such_ help: can
make the idifference.betwe'ert_ being able to
leamindepOdently and being forced to
fihda teachet,-in option thaels not
always open.

7. Better_aidsto abstraction. The act
of programming itself tz0 be an aid Po
understabding abstraction; we write
a program, we represent-complicated :

processes preccisely and 'directly.
Learning to write clear; -complete

,Instr ctions that enable a machine to

)
' carry ut a task i_$ every bit -as difficult
as (an perhaps. moce usef,u1 in an

i/ dlectr nic age tharqvlearaing-to do
arithmetic compbtat:Tons;' Writing even a

_______

Omple'program.is a form of abstraction
that iS ClOselyalcin to action, and for
that'reason it may be more.accessible to
young people thanqhe static-symbolic
forms we haVe traditionally strugglea to
teach them.

-.i
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COMOUter graphics and computer simula-
tion are also tpowerful new Means of
representing ideas andrelationships in

. ways that Permit:us to act- on the and to
see. the° consequences. Computers can be
programmed to Create model worlds that
Operate'according to a combination of
strict rules and random processes and to
give students. Complete control over them;
Those simulated Worlds should be powerful
aids to conteptAl learaing andthinking,
'enabling snAl,g0t5 to learn abstract
relationshioMOre easily than-by merely

,reading aeobt theme

The of ComputerS in ,education_

is very_gr at, but-it is not unlimited.
Let me now turn to some of the Comput'eCist
limitations.



Limits ions of Micros

The_ollowing seven_problems seem to me
tote_thepostsevere limttattons- of
toddy's microcomputers:" 1YMicrocomputers
'cawsupplement_conventional.edOcation; tut
they'cannot substitute _for it. 2)Joda
microcomputers are_ hard tb_Use; and
teachers prepared.to use theriLare in short
supply; New-Or6ducts and systems are
being created:and marketed in such
profusion;-withsuch speed;, andWith so

stdridaItzation that systematic,*
long-term planning s nearly impossible.
4) Goad programs are scarce becduse
creating them for today's microcompOters
is difficult; tfMe-cOnsuming; and expen-

' sive. 5) We are only beginning to
, understand how to,use'microcomputers

edUcation; therefore; it is:,easy fora
school ,or teacher to err; look, faolish;:ar
dekharm. 6) Programs for teaching
exPlicit; formal models can be created',
readily with known techniques; but it is
much more difficult to muse cpputers_to',
teach, subject matter that in olves
judgment,-intuition, improvjsation; and

. creativity. 7) Microcomputers, will not
'solve (and may aggravate) several of the
most serious current probjeMs' confronttng
.educatiOn--notably equity; school finance;
and divergent public egpectations. Each-

of these. limitations deserves some
,elaboration.

1. Supplement; not substitUte. I14de-

pendent, study, home learningi,and diStante
lerning_all have l.ow,rates of completion.
Their chief pro lem-is to_sustain

41
motivation and articipation in_the
.,.absence of a rning group, a teacher,
and asocial structure. The)istUdi8 of .

Computer-based edUcation reported in:the
literature (cover only uses of the computer
as part of 'n ongoing Class of schOol.
although computers have 'geneplly been'
successful in these'studies,4 the leap
from this supplementary use to independent
study.via computer is a giant one..

Exen though computers seem to ease the
problems of distancelearning; we are a
long way from sustaining a mass,
educational system-ia computer.

Ibid:, p. 123.

e_
we have not yet demonstrated that it can
be done at At_leaSt for the, next
decadei.computers will be strictly
supplementary to conventional forms
education.

,

2,,-Mierocomputers-are hard to, use.__: Our
experience at tne Microcomputer Lristitute
.fori Educators at,Stabford University
during the, past_two_summers indicates that
highly motivatedteachers can learn. tolluse
fficrocomputers_for CAL, learn. to program
in BASIC; and learn to work with
youngstep in computer literacy and
computer programming courses,in.siA weeks
of full-time study; six hours a day, -five
days a Week--a total, of 180 hours.
Perhaps this figure could be reduced
somewhat by careful planning. But what
remai'ns would:Still require more hours of
study than ary single. semester-long
college cour

And_such a course of study is only a
eginning for -an educabbr who wants to use

computers professionally. Each computer
has :its own way of doing thingsk,whigh
must be learned anew 'regardlesis of prior
experience. Each-of-the _half dozen or so
computer languages VI widespread use
requires further hours of study._ Each,newj
roundof products is more "user-friendly,"
but it will bk years before microcomputers
;are as easy to use as movie-pro4ectors--
machines that are already too complex for
many teachers.

'_.Rapid change and lack of
rdizatiOn. Mhen products are

hangi g rap dlyand each onehas its own
pecUli rities; the return on the invest-
ment of time and-energy,inilearning to use
the system is low. As soon as 'you've
mastered one system and become comfortable'
with it; another one becomes available
that does 10 times as much and costs one,
tenth, as much. The only problem is that '

it Al take you a year to learn the new
system.

o

Schools do'not have the resources to .

provide conNous inservicp training for
ever- changing omputer-systems; nor will
teachers' continue- indefinitely to give up
their %pare timer In addition; software



and accessories purchased for existing
machines may not work with the next
generation; -and they will certainly be
incompatible with .competitors' machines.

Policymakers face the choice of
investing in today's systems and forgoing.
enew ones; or; perhaps'Worse; they see

this same painful, dhOice; will
continue to confront them indefinitely;
This makes long-term plannihg nearly
imposSible'and militates against the
economiesof scale that could come from '
coordinated programs ofadoption and
purchase. Perhaps staddardization.will
eventually come tothe computer industry;
But dm.not:expect it within the next
five years and:probably not within the
next decade.

LIJ,Scarcity of good_programs. Most
-,teachers adapt curriculum materials and

activities for their classes... Some create
hew. :acti-vities; and_a.few of these write
up their creations for_publicatich in
professional books orjOUrnals. Only,
occasionally is a,teacher alswwdevelopdr.-.

_ of commercially published curriculum
materials. DeVelOpihg SOftWarei for
computers is at least an ordei- of
magnitude more difficult than developing
print materials that occupy a similar :

amount of instructionaltime. In order to
develop software,_42"teacher must be able
to program as well as to write, And a
.great many more instructional decisions
must be made if-the additional' _ .

capabilities of the machine -- timing,
-.handling students' responses; feedback,
and so onare to be exploited.,

Larger; more expensive microcomputer
systems Can make the software designe-r.!si
job easier by providing such aids_as
utilities'programs.for graphiCsito.make.
drawiag on the screen easier ;. authoring
languages to make, programming easier; and
standard subroutines to handleierrOrs more
efficiently._Wifhift the next_decadei even
more_soPhisticated1664s will Ugcome
widely.availalite'; further simplifying the
design Of,sOftware,_ But educational
software design_ will remain a highly _

Sisilleciaft.thatfew,will_maSteri_and-a
;shortage of goodsoftwa will continue.
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5; Nobody yet understands tow_t_o_,Use
compliters-well_61r_eAucatioh. The only
thing thit is absolutely clear-is that the
introduction of computers will require
changes in the day-to-day operation of
classrooms. Most,of the time in today's'
classrooms is sppeht with teachers talking
and children listening. (Two-thirds of
all claSsroom time is spent thiS,way; -

.researchers say.)

The most extensive and ambitious
eyaluations'of education programs that use t-
computers have studidd prograMs in which
computers, were used_for only two or three
hours per week for less_than an.academic
year. _Students_generally_worked by
themselves on simple drill-and-practice
routines or-tutorials.. We do not know
what would be the consequencesof
extensive use of simulations _for concept
learning; of extensive use of_computers.
for inquiry by small groups of youngst!;iri".
or-of giving youngsters access to massive
librar4s of,data. We will simply have to
trydifferent ways of using computers and
carefully assess_the results as we go.

6._Formalism favored over judgment.
Computers handle rule -based procedures
more quickly and accurately than any human
be'ing can; once the system of rules and
procedures tias been worked out. The field
of arttficial'intelligenee takes upon
itself the task' of discovering the extent
to which, those human capabilities we
regard as:intelligent can be represented
in rule - governed procedural models and
therefol-e programmed for computers to
carry out.. Perhaps at some point we will
discover that everything we now regard as
intelligent about: human behavior can be.
prdgrammed,for computers. Consider the
adjustment such a distovery would require-.
in the' self - image. of_ourspectes-,Th the
meantimei.people-caa:do many clever and
important things Tar' than their
ersatz kin--carry on- conversationSi.make
jokes; create art; invent art forms; build
theories; infer intentions from behaviors;
.andi in general; handle novelty and



Using today's microcomputers; we_can
construct quite complex- formal models; and
these can be used -to help teach students
how to;_work with formal systems of
knowledge. Mathematics lends itlkself to
computer- treatment, of course, but so do
spelling, igrammari punctuation, thoSe
,parts of science that treat formal. /
theories and their consequences (e.g.; the
physics of motion_or calculations
involving chemical equilibrium); skills
suchas typing, masses of arbitrary facts
(called data bases) that appear frequently
in history and geography--in'short, much
of the standard curriculum of elementary
and secondary education.

But not all; Literature; the arts ,.,

mathematical invention; scientific appli-.
cUions;_those parts of science as yet
unfbrmalized, those partsof the social
studies that require a broad or deep
understanding of human interaction - -in
short; much of what. has traditionally been
considered the core of the humanities
remains unformalized; not yet reducible to

'formal rules and procedures Computers
can be used to help teach theSe "soft"
subjects; but their application is neither
simple nor straightforward; And the
difference.between a student working with .

a computer and the same student working
with a qualified teacher is much greater
in these areas.

7. Computers will not solve current.

school vablems. Computers will not bring
racial balance to segregated schools_or
racial harmony to integrated oneS..._They

not redress inequities in funding
.between schools in rich and -poor areas,
,4nor will they overcome subtler inequities
O'in the quality of education that stem from
'differences in_race; ethnic group; gender,
or socioeconomic class. Funding levels-
for education do not appear likely to rise
because of microcomputers.' Rival segments
of the public will continue -to hold*
contradictory expectations for schobls and.
to struggle to impose their own views on
the schoolS.i Teachers will continue to be

_laid off, the teaching force will continue
to age;:ancl, few talented young people will
.thoose teaching as a career. Educators
andeducational leaders will still have to
face these serious problems.,
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It is conceivable thata-computer
center could be run so as'toharmonize the
socW_divisions wttbin-a 'school and
community, But unre-s-ssOecial care is
taken; Citdinputers are likely to be used
mainly by middle -class male_ students' for
mathematics and science instruction. 'A

talented,dedicated teacher orschool
administrator cantounteract:thesetenden-
cies and insure that all children have
relatiWy equal access to computers. But
this takes effort, planning, and coopera-
tion;_and nobody claimsthat micro=
computers supply these commodities.

Since microcomputers play a supplemen-
' tary role; they worsen budget problems;'
Even if the computers are donated.to the
schools, they must be maintained and

' repaired; people must be trained to use
them, and software must be,created or
purchased. Thus computers still add to
the cost of education.

The philosophical chasms that divide
the various publics served by;the schoois
also divide supporters and opponents of
computers. Already the mark of progres,
sive; open education tan be seenJm_1.00--
and that of conservative educational
philosophy on drill7and-practice programs.
Already we -can hear the clarion calls tlf
educational slbganeersi_vich as_; Will the
computer program the child or the child
program the computer?"

As a new competitor for liMited
educational,resurces; computers are
certain to arouse opposition. Computers
threaten to disrupt established classroom
routines and to put -new pressures on
teachers,_ so it would be surprising if
some_teachers_did not oppose_their
introduction into schools. _Certainly some
defenders oflhumanist'educational ideals
and traditions are alarmed at the
possibility that their notion tf.a good
education will not survive the widespread
use of computers.



Stithming Up

Is it worth it, then? Are'the
limitations too severe ad the advantages
too slight?. Readers must judge for
themselves, but_for__mylmrt the answer is
a complex and qualified:vote of tonfjdence
for computer; in education.

For some.communities, some schools, and
some teachers, computers are not worth it-
-not now,:not today's microcomputers.
They can \pit and see Obat happens_, bUying
in later if things_ go. well, when the
hardware is more stabilized. and the
software better devlOoped.,

But it is very important,'_I think, for
some communities, some schools, and some
teachers to embrace computer-based
ecklcation wholeheartedly, to strive to
make it work for them. Success_in using
microcomputers for education_will_not
solve tht serious educational problems
schools face, but failures will leave the
schools even more poorly 'equipped to'cope
with them. -

The microcomputer andits relatives,
the'Other information technologies, are
the new tools that happen to ,have been
invented in our time.. Learning to use _

`them wisely and well isone.gf the major
challenges we face. We have the
Opportunity .to explore .a new and very
powerful medium af education and6expres7
tiari. How can we let that chance slip
away?

H: THE SOi-TWAREtPROBLEM

When the:time comes to use computers
''Nforsomqthing beyond computer_programming
and computer literacy, the software
problem:looms; There seems to be_a great,
deal of software:._siMply wading through
all the titles:searching_for what you want
can be a dai's work. But try_finding some
software to ,teach exactly what you need

.

;.taught and you least nine times
out of ten, encoun er-the software'
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_ Why is it so difficult toifind good
OdUtatival softWare? Is there anything
teathertr schaol administrator can do to
Alleviate the problem? -Is it likelx to
get better_in'a'few years; Thete are the
qUettlOnt I_will consider in th'iS' section.
In tOnsidertng-theM I will need to begin
With the more basic issue af how computers
are used in schools.:

Coinpaers
Varied Pattenis a Use

Compat?rs can play a variety of rOlet
in edUtation; ranging from-the most
marginal o- -rolls = -as supplementary
optional activity for a few StUdentt, to
the major role as a " teacher" of .a course.
Much of the - excitement about computers_ in
education is attathecrto thedidea of the
computer as a"Feacher" in its own right==
as a Socratictutor; as a magnificent
diagnostic device locating and remedying
students' misunderstandings, or as the
ultimate audio-visual device branching
students through the Library of Congress
on personalized learning paths; -w-BuNthe
preSent reality 'is that computers play-
Mainly a marginal role in schools except
in computer programming -and computer
fiteracy Clatses and such vicational
courses as typing, accountiing, and
electronics.

The SOftgare problem is relatively mile'
in these a0Olitatidhs beca_use. teachers
can use the software develtped for more
general purpOsesi such as operating .

systems, languages, word processors,
accounting prograMti and the like. But
when we turn td_iMpOrtant'applications of-
computers to mainstream aCademic,courset
such as English, math, science, - social
studies and languages we find the software
problem much more severe. We altb find;
and it is no coincidehte, that use of
computers as a major. part of the_teaching

.

of these acadeMit subjects is quite rare
today; ' ;



That the Software problem is most
severe in mainline academic subjects'is an
floportant_Clue to some 'of the origins of
the-problem.. n those educational appli-
cations where_computers.are now being
widely.used--computer literacyi.Program-
ming; vocational applicationsgenerallyi,
only a single piece of softWare is needed;
an operating system; a language; or awotd
processor:' In the teaching of an academit
subject ltke algebraihowever; perhaps as
many as a dozd'n or more substantial.
programs will be needed if,the computer_ is

to. be useful over. the entire toul-se. 'If
we multiply the number of subjects taught
(perhaps: an averagetof 8_per yeat) by the
number of,grade levels (12) by_the nUMbet
of programs needed per course-(say 10) WO
see that nearly 4 000 programs are needed
simply'to.cqver.the public s.thool acadeMiC
cprriculuM with only one program per
topic.

-SO-%
eVen though software seems to be

flOoding the market-Lour files at. Stanford
include,Ovot 100 catalogs Of educational
software with more than 3,000 titles--
-Overage of:the software needs in academic

subjects remaingspotty; When you con-
sider thatmost of the items in the
catalogs are concentrated in a few
subjects and tOpits(elementary math dtill
and practice; spelling; and computer !

literaty); it is easy to appreciate the
enormous variety of the demand for
software; :This.variety meant-that the
marketJor any single piece of software
filling only one of. these thous. ds of
niches will be smaller than_ the rlNket for

more gener'allY useable programs.. til

the number of ceimputer-UsTng teachett in
the; various subjects increases substan
tiall4; the market for sof-Clare in those
1u6iecls is too limited to justify an
investment in_ producing it. And, so lOng

as the select-id-1i of software is limited

many schools and teachers will_00 .-

relurctant t use_compUters inOeir .-

teaching; This it thefamilta0 Catch 22
situation that confronts any 'Innovation;
but the fugmentation of the market -into
so many_niches makes the problem more
severe in the case of substantial
applications_ of computers to mainline
acadeMit subjects.

Good Education Software

Computers .have been called "chameleons
in the classroom" because,they can.be used
in tO,many different ways; Computers-used
fOr_drill and practice with individual
students seem so differentfrom the
machines used as arWielectronic black-
board" to present animated geometry
diagrahis' or frOM the machines used by a
small gro_ of students in a simulation
game., The ifferences are produced by the
= software: t e computer may well be_the
same machine in all these applications.

The qualities that make a computer work
Well for one of these edUtatiOnal Utes may
not necessarily_be_desitable in the
others. And this is another source of the
software problem: varied criteria: A

piece_of software that does_-a_good job of
teaching arithmetic facts -hr--qh drill .

.and Oracace wijI ha satisfy e ucators
who wantprograMs that develop nderstand-
ing of number concepts. Aprogam :that
enterains and motivates students with
color graphics and animation will please
those whose educational_philosophy is
Child=Centered.and displease those whose
philosophy is more subject-centered. Such

diversity of qpiteria further reduces the
likelihood of finding software that will
be generally regarded as good and

--% increases the number oriiches inan
already fragmented market\-

Finally, we must recog lze how high are
the standards.typically:us d to judge
edutational software. FewOispute that
computer programs can teach number facts;
but we also know that traditional methods
such as flashcardt% can do the_same job
and much more cheaply. Compueers; being
more cogtly,_Tust accomplish more than
traditional methods if their-use is to be
justified economically. By,extension-of
this line of reasoningi, ways must be found
to use'tomputers to teach the most _

difficqlt concepts and skillsi those which
substantial numbers of children now fail
to learn using traditional MethOdt. TO

develop programs that:achieve these high
standards is not an easy task. We

certainly cannot expect that'anyone should
be able simply to, sit dOwn and write_such.

programs. They require thbrough analysis,
deep thought, and inspired detign.



Current Dimensiona of the Software Prob lent.

The fundamentai problem is a shortage
Of educational software that can be used
as a major part of he teaching of
academic subjects in elementary and
secondary schools. The number and variety
of programs needed to alleviate this
shortage is large, but; as the saying
goes; you ain't seen nothinr yet." We
have yet to- consider several other aspects
Of the prObl'em that make it larger and
more severe than it seems so far; The
aspectS_that follow are presented in no
particular order.

1. Development time_and_cost. The best
estimates of tie time required to design
and _code a computer program range from 100
to 300 hbUrS per hour of running time.
ThisdbeS not include the time needeck
think up the program ideas. This
translates into a development cost for
program that students might use for one
hour of between $2,000 and $100,000;
deporidihg on its sophistication and Ht
complexity. By contrast, to produce text
material to occupy a student for an hour
is a matte-r of a feW hundred dollars at
most. And remember that the market for'
thesoftwarp is liMited by the number of
machines available and the large number of
small niches_in the market, much greater
limitations than apply to'text materials.

2. Mach1ne inrrrinnppatibility. A new fOrM
of Murphi's law: he_program you Waht is
only available for a.machine you dOn't,
have.

3..Software_pi_racy._ Software manufat=
turers are reluctant to invest in the
development of products that will-be
copied at no charge by the customer. If

one can sell only one copy of a program
per school,, the price necessary tp_recover
the investment must be large; O6icieen $300
and $500 per copy. This; obviously, makes
it prohibitively expensive fora school to
buy enough copies'to supply one for each
computer and therefore ensures either that
the software will only be used as a-
SUpOlement or that it wi41 be illegally
copied.

4. Locating and reviewing software;
Even when good software exists,'finding it
and_verifying thatit is good are
nontrivial problems._ Indexes are begin-
ning to appear that list Software by
subject, Arade;:and other usefull
properties, but at this moment coverage of
such indexes is spotty. A number of
journals publish reviews ef_sOftware; bbt
finding a review of the pr-- you have
in mind remains difficUlt What we need
are specialized publiCatiOnS that review
programs in a small area_with particular
reference to their usefulness in the
classroom, Again,_we are codfronted with
the problem of a plethora of small hitheS
which Make it uneconomic to provide
reviews to such a small audiehte.

5. Competition-Tor_thp home market,
.

rather -than the school. The number of
installed machines in homes fai'e ex'cee'ds
the number,--in. schools, and individuals buy
a_total.'dollar volume of software several
times greater than ,schools. SoftWare
manufacturers can ttereftire sell to a

'larger market by producing for, the home..
And most of them do. This means that
software is_designed primarily for
conditions in the hoMe-,one student per
computer, unsupervised use, episodic use
with liftle extendgd continuity in the
development.of skills and ideas.

6. Problems in integnating_saftWare
into the class_ranm's other activtties,
.Even a welT-designed piece of software
will not fit exactly into a given:
teacher's plans. Adjustments must be made
to accomModate it.__If the software is not
modifiable; then all the adjustments. must
be_Made elSewhere; and there are limits,to
a teacher's Willingness to. tailor
everything elSe to one program Andwhen
a teacher uses several prOgrams,in the
course of a year, eath.of which requires a
different set Of adju;stments; the problem
may becomeAnsurmountable.. Examples
include theT.Speliing program whose words
do_not matCh(the teachers goals, the math
program which jritroduCes skillS
different sequence"from the senbcil'st.
curriculum, aiid_the sci,Ince program which
Uses a different notation from that in the
textbook..



All these difficulties translate into a
higher cost-to provide the sOftware
needed. The cost of equipping a single .

course ili one school with enough software
to be used'one hour per week for 30 weeks
in a-school year, aSSUMing appropriate
programs Were available at today's typical
price of $50 ver_diSkette, add an
optimistic time' Of three hours

diskette, and One'diskettejor each
three tutiehts_ih thirty.=student class,
comes to $5,000. This figure is too__
expensive Ni a factor_ of ten. So loriN as

costs are this high, the market in schools
Will be thin.

What Tci Do%

What can be done today to overcome the
software problem? The software problem
manifests itself as an eConomic.problemi
even though not all of its' .causes are
economic; The home market for educational'
software programs will likely continue 'to
be bigger and richer thLO the school
market; and therefore software companies
will continue to produce_for that market.
Eventually, competition for that market
will make_the smaller niches in the school 4.

Market relatively.;moreattractive, and we
will then_seemore production of softWare7
specifically for schools.; In the mean7
time, howeVer, the home market is far from
saturated; so the present situation is
likely to continue for some time.

Only large-scale actions would -change_
this economic-situation substantially.-If
the government and private foundations
could be, persuaded to finance.dozens of
SOftWare projects.in education, that would
make a dent in the problem.. If districts
formed consortia and investedtheirown
funds in the development of software, that
would have asignificant impact. Million
dollar .contracts between software develop- -

Ment F10'0505 and school districts tq
develop. software; and share
royalties would have an_effect. And the
simple growth of .a school market for 1,

software will,_in itself; stimulate more
and better software; Progress in this
fundamental aspect of the problem requires

10

growth of investment or expenditures or
both. If this growth fails to come or
comes slowly, the software problem will
not improve; regardless of anybody's good
intentions or hard work;

In the present thin market, buyersA_ _

decisions haye an immediate and powerful
shaping effect on producerS-. ThOSe
products that sell will be widely
imitated, while those that do not will
rapidly disappear from the_catalOgS.
Schools can influence the fUtdre direttiOn
of growth in software by :being_
discriminating buyers. _Buy only prograMS
that give you the most for-your money.
One measure of the value -of a piece Of
software, is -the number of student-hours of

duse per dollar of cost. This figure ought
to be:computed in reviews of softWare
prior to every purchase. Another
important quantitative_inditator i$ the

'.extent of your curficulum_covered'by 4__
. program. One' that is useful in only 1% of
a year's classes is less valuable than one
useful in 10% of classes.

What actions can an individual school
Or diStritt take to cope with the software
problem? One thing that-'should be -done is
old - fashioned curriculum development.
Scope and Sequence charts are needed
showing just where what types of computer
programs can be used and teacher's guides
showing how they can be integrated with
the other ingredients of a good course;

The problem can be eased by exteisive
use of tool-type programs and modifiable
programs; The Music Construction Set is a

program that transforms a computer into a
Cboposer's typewriter; A staff and
various symbols aceAisplayeclon the
screen and these can be moveAtround with
keyboard commands. or a light pen to
compose music which can then be played by
the computer with the presS of a button.
Such'a program can be used throughout the
year in a music class. A spelling program
which permits teachers to_enter their own
words is much more valuable than biieWith
a fixed word list. 'Inist on programs
that can be used as tools by teachers and
students', prograMs that can be tailbred to
suit:your curriculum.
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One 4/Pe of educational software that

)

iS little known:in thiS: ountry but widely
discussed in Europe and, pan can be used
to great effect in'acadei uclassrooms.
.These_ programs are cal le Yielettronic
blackboard" programs. ne such program;
Ouadritaterals, is published by Readers'
Digest. A te4her uses _this program on a
single computer at the front of the ! _

classroom, with a screen large enough -for
all students to see. Using game paddles;
the teacher is free to walk around the
room while control 1 iq11.5the display. .Th0_
teacher can choose to'have text displayed_
or only diagrams,, Questions 'NI be posed
for class discussion and then the

-animation powers of the._ program used to

\,$)
show the answer on the. diagrams. The
rogram is used very much like a

chalkboard by the teacher,-so,that no
exiensive inservice is necessary:to
-pr pare teachers to use it. Such programs
can be extremely Wt-effective_ ways to

computersomputers in.the teaching' of academic
;,Subjects.

Teachers can preate their own educa-
tional/software; To do this 'from
,scratch' in Basic or assembly language is
a difficult and time-consuming activity
that cannot be expected from teachers
working full time; But; using an
_authoing system such as PilOti_teachers
can develop lessons in only slightly more
time than it takes to develop ditto
masters or overhead projection sheets.
However, to develop software that is truly
interactive -and that accomplishes'things
conventional methOds cannot remains a high
art, difficult and time-consuming._ It

might be reasonable to_expectia talented,
deditated teacher working with an
authoring system after school, weekends,

'and holidays, to produce two or. three
hours' worth of such programs in the
course of a year, but not_more. Unless
your school has_an unusual concentration.
Of these rare birds, it ii unwise to_rely
upon teacher -made computer software for a
major part of your courseware. If you are
determined to rely_pn teacher -made.
software, you might tonsider contracting
with the most:Able_teacher-developers_to
spend a substantial portion of_their time.
for a year or so developing software. You

might even consider entering into
consortium with neighboring AiSfrictS to
pool the talents of your teacher=
devloPers.

At As possible .to lease _or purchase a
complete set:of integrated software
designed for school use; Computer Curri-
culum Corporation; for example; has
complete computer-administered courses in
most of the subjects of elementary And
secondary schools. Manypublishers of
basal texts for the elementary school also
offer'computer software designed to
!-accompany and enhance their text
Materials. Control Data Corporation's
PLATO system offers a good selection_of
software' for most school :subjects. These
integrated software'systems are expensive,
and they are notItailorable'tO an
individual- school's or teacher's_ needs,
but they may be more tost-effective than
assembling your own software from catalogs
or developing teacher-MAde materials in
many instances.

Over_a somewhat longer period and Oh.a
larger stale, you might contemplate
enterin-Ti collaborative arrangements
with softw -'e developers to:work on the ,

most presS ,_g software development needs.
Consortialof districts contracting with
private ddvelopers and involving local
teachers in the development process can be
a powerful development strategy. 'Collabo-
ration_4 also possible with professional
associjedhs. Such initiatives 'Pitt your
.s.chob' into the software deVelopment
busin ss and this might be difficult 'to
.arrange with,your 'board, but they give you
more control over the software than you

Y .

get.any-otherway.

In summary; the. software problem is
serious. and can betraced to some
fundamental economic causes that Are not
easily overcomeiut there are construe-

tive ways to cope with the problem .if you
are willing and able tO'invest the money;
time, energy, and initiative: The prOblem
will notgo away in the foreseeable _.
future;:in any_event. and `it Will only get
substantially bett4t:as.more organizations
invest more in developing good edUcational
software,

11 .
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